College Essay Advising/Review
No matter the selectivity, size, prestige, or type of school, applying to college can be a very difficult
process for any student. With varying requirements for each college and the increasing focus of
expressing individuality and uniqueness, the college application process is more complicated than ever.
We created the essay review package to give students an opportunity to get in-depth critique and
recommendations on how to improve their essays. Today, with the increasing competitiveness in essays,
the essay is the most unique component to one’s application, as it gives admissions officers a way to
hear applicants’ voices. At STEPS., we help students tailor their essay to best depict their voice.

How are our advisors qualified?
All of our advisors are well-versed in the application process and have successfully been accepted into
some of the most prestigious universities in the country, including Stanford University, Johns Hopkins
University, UC Berkeley, University of Pennsylvania (UPenn), Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia
Tech), Rice University, Stanford University, Boston University, and the California Institute of Technology
(Caltech). Our BA-BS/MD advisors have successfully received interviews/acceptances at Northwestern
HPME, Brown PLME, Boston University SMED, University of Rochester REMS, and other top programs.
Furthermore, our advisors have been accepted to the largest mid-tier schools with the highest
scholarships at these schools such as the extremely selective Banneker-Key Scholarship at the University
of Maryland, College Park.
At S.T.E.P.S., our advisors will provide personalized editing for each student to help them stand out
from the competition. By thoroughly understanding each applicant’s interests, motivations, and
desires, we will help you perfect your essays. After your years of hard work, we want to ensure that
you successfully climb the final STEPS towards earning your acceptance.

Essay Review Package

Multiple rounds of editing by 2-3 STEPS advisors
Personalized feedback/tips to enhance essay drafts
Main essay + supplemental essays for up to 8 colleges

